
CHOITHRAM SCHOOLNORTH CAMPUS 

LESSON PLAN 

SUBJECT – EVS 

      TOPIC-L-21 WEATHER AND SEASONS 

CLASS III 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION- The lesson gives information about weather and the reasons 

behind the change in weather; different seasons such as summer, winter, rainy, autumn 

and spring and the changes that occur in nature during the particular season; different 

types of dresses worn in India according to the weather/season of a place. 

 

OBJECTIVES:           

            

I- Specific Objectives- 

To enable the students  

SP 1: to make them aware of the change in weather during a day and the reason behind it. (K) 

SP 2: to understand the different changes seen in nature due to change in seasons. (U) 

SP 3: to explain and illustrate the specific characteristics of different seasons. (AP) 

 

II -Behavioral Objectives  

To enable the students to-  

BO1: to observe the changes occuring in nature around them due to change in weather/ season. 

(AP)  

 

BO2: to observe and explain the changes in selection of clothes, food eating habits according 

to the weather/ season of a place. (AP)  

 

PROCESS /ACTIVITIES 

ACT 1: Students will be divided in 5 groups and each group will select one season each, i.e.  

summer, winter, rainy, spring and autumn respectively. Each group will gather information 

from teachers, parents and friends and note down the particular season under following 

headings: 

1) name of months for which the particular season lasts.  

2) changes that can be seen around in nature—plants/animals. 

3) type of clothes we wear in that particular season 

4) change in food habits and daily routine that are specific for a particular season. 

 

ASSESSMENT:  

A 1 Worksheet, Pen-paper test 

DIGITAL CONTENT TO BE USED:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_LOsCaRzNA 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XkQo0uxQTCI 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_LOsCaRzNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XkQo0uxQTCI


 

EXPECTED LEARNING OUTCOMES: 

 

Students will be able to: 

     1. know about the different seasons. 

2. understand about the specific characteristics of different seasons. 

3. observe and illustrate the changes seen in the plants, animals and habits of humans for 

that particular time period till when the season lasts. 
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